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About This Game

WBM Tycoon is a fresh look in sports strategy games that combines the classic manager game with the financial management
and development of a Tycoon type game.

As the Club Owner you must generate (or loan) the necessary funds in order to expand the club's facilities, raise the financial
level and improve the team's roster.

And as you remain the Manager you are still in charge of the Player's training program and when the match day comes, you have
to select the team lineup, create the most appropriate strategy and find the way to victory by countering the opposing manager's

plans.

Features:
•Worldwide basketball action from all leagues

•Over 1,000 teams including national and international teams
•Over 12,500 basketball players

•Over 1,200 managers
•Over 100 full playing national and international competitions

•Challenging A.I.
•Daily news coverage from around the league
•Realistic basketball statistics and atmosphere

•Easy to use data editor with access to the full database
•In-game player search engine

•Different responsibilities involving Manager, Owner and Financial Manager
•Online Manager World Ranking
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Title: World Basketball Tycoon
Genre: Simulation
Publisher:
Strategy First
Release Date: 18 Nov, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8/ Win7/XP/Vista

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Any

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

English,French,Italian,German,Greek,Polish,Portuguese,Russian,Turkish
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world basketball manager tycoon download. world basketball tycoon. world basketball manager tycoon chomikuj. world
basketball manager tycoon. world basketball manager tycoon free download

Its a great game for a cheap price, mind you the loading times in game seem to take a while, and it can be a bit disorganised at
times. 6/10 Average sim game not bad but not good. The curators that Recommend this game , is either friend of the developer
or they just killing time by recommend this piece of cr@p.

Do not buy !!!!!

Abandonia Alert + it sux .
Not worth even 1 cent !. This game feels like it was created by someone who knows very little about basketball. I am a huge fan
of Baseball Mogul/Football Mogul, and many other simulation sports games with this being the worst one of all. The menu
system and interface is as boring as the tutorial above. The game feels very alpha and I hope the developers will make this game
more functional and entertaining.. This game is really terrible. The only explanation I could possibly have for buying this is that
I was probably drunk, fairly broke and needed a basketball simulation fix that needed attending.

This game would crash every 5 minutes, but that's a good thing. The game is self-aware in that it knows it is not worth playing so
it shuts itself off.

. The worst game I have ever played. Please do not waste your time with this.. didnt like it .
I was hoping for something else. This game is terrible and not user friendly at all.. Very nice for all manager and tycoon game
fans. It has a huge database that includes all the basketball action in the world and is not focused only on NBA, which is a huge
plus for me. So you can make a career in Spain, Argentina or even Korea.
At first I was a little put off by the fake names in the database, but after I found the real names patch from 
http://www.wbmfan.webs.com/ the problem was solved.
I have been a Football Manager fan for many years and I believe that other sport manager fans will enjoy this game, especially
older players that used to play the FM series before the 2D graphic engine was added.
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This game is honestly terrible. I'm a huge fan of Tycoon and Strategy games, and this game is just a poorly planned, terribly
executed, game... can I even call it a game?

It's just not good. The screenshots make it look engaging and deep, but there is no easing into this game. No tutorial, and the
stats aren't very useful.

Pass on this game basketball and tycoon fans.. not worth your money.... This game i no where near fun to play. mehhhh... waste
of money. It's really hard to recommend this game because there is no guide to tell you what you are doing wrong. The tutorial
video didn't help me at all. You can lose a game by 40 or 50 points and have no idea what you did wrong. There is no simple
way to learn the mechanics of the game. If you have to do serious searching in order to find out how to play a game then that is
a problem. I wanted to like this game a lot because I'm a big NBA fan but it's so difficult to even get started in this game. Its
really hard to find out if what you are doing in the game is the correct. You can set up, what you think, is a really get strategy
and then get blown out by 50 points.
Getting to the players. This is the next biggest flaw that I have some of the players, who are based on actual players but with
fake names, do not play like the real life counter parts. I played as the fake Hauston Rackets(Houston Rockets) and fake Harden
didn't play like real Harden. Never drove to the goal and didn't shoot threes. Fake Parsons didn't play like real Parsons. Was
terrible three point shooter and was terrible scoring inside (dunks and layups). There also seems to be no support of the game
except for fan based support so that is somthing to be aware of.
Wanted to like the game but it has serious flaws. whats the key to save the game? i couldnt find it lol. I don't even know where
to begin. This is a waste of $2.49. I cannot even call this a game. No direction, no clue what it is supposed to be doing. I have
played other Tycoon games before but this is just terrible. Do not buy this ( I was a dummy and ignored the other reviewers,
don't be like me).
The game starts by asking you to create a game (which in itself is confusing), then it asks you to create a team or take control of
an existing team -( instructions are not very clear). Once that is done, you are stuck - no direction as to what to do next, play a
game, trade for players, build a facility? I tried several times and finally just gave up and uninstalled the game
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